**CURRENT STATUS OF CONFIRMED CASES**

**7,285** Total cases  
**102** Total deaths  
**6,761** Cases recovered

**CURRENT CASES INTENSIVE CARE UNITS (ICU)**

- ACT: 0  
- NSW: 0  
- NT: 0  
- QLD: 1  
- SA: 0  
- TAS: 0  
- VIC: 1  
- WA: 0

**CURRENT CASES ADMITTED TO HOSPITALS**

- ACT: 2  
- NSW: 10  
- NT: 0  
- QLD: 1  
- SA: 1  
- TAS: 6  
- VIC: 0  
- WA: 0

**1,711,223** Total tests conducted

**POSITIVE**

- ACT: 21,938  
- NSW: 591,305  
- NT: 9,939  
- QLD: 235,917

- SA: 119,981  
- TAS: 34,674  
- VIC: 564,192  
- WA: 133,277

**0.4%** Positive

**DAILY NUMBER OF REPORTED CASES**

**CASES IN AGED CARE SERVICES**

- Confirmed Cases in Australia: 68 [38]  
- Residential Care Recipients: 0  
- In Home Care Recipients: 31 [28]  

**CASES BY AGE GROUP AND SEX**

**DEATHS BY AGE GROUP AND SEX**

**CASES BY SOURCE OF INFECTION**

Australia (% of all confirmed cases)

- Overseas acquired: 62.1%  
- Locally acquired - contact of a confirmed case: 27.8%  
- Locally acquired - contact not identified: 10.0%  
- Under investigation: 0.2%

**PUBLIC HEALTH RESPONSE MEASURE**

Proportion of total cases under investigation
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This infographic is updated every afternoon based on the data we receive by 3.00pm from states and territories.